
28th November 2016 – Role Play Competition 

 “Role Play as an Animal”

of class Blooms on 28th November 2016. It was amazing to see our 

student dressed up adorably as cute little animals. Each child got an 

opportunity to come up on stage and speak few lines about the animal 

he/she was emulating

 

Their expressions and confidence was admirable. They spoke about 

different animals and their babies, home and sounds. It proved to be 

an effective learning tool f

in place of animals and learnt

 

The winners of the competition were:

 

NAME

ARUSHI KUMARI

ANSHIKA 

VEDANT 

TANISH GARG

VANI DHOBAL

RAVIT SOBTI 

ALISHBA AKHTER

SHREYANSH CHOUDHARY

LAVANYA KOUL

MANYA 

AARIKA GUPTA

NITIKA SHUKLA

DEVANSHI BALYAN

AADYA MISHRA

HUNAR SALUJA

AVIKA SOLANKI

 

 
 

Role Play Competition  

“Role Play as an Animal” competition was conducted for the studetns 

of class Blooms on 28th November 2016. It was amazing to see our 

student dressed up adorably as cute little animals. Each child got an 

opportunity to come up on stage and speak few lines about the animal 

emulating.  

Their expressions and confidence was admirable. They spoke about 

different animals and their babies, home and sounds. It proved to be 

an effective learning tool f or the little ones where they put themselves 

in place of animals and learnt to be considerate towards them.

The winners of the competition were: 

 

  NAME CLASS POSITION 

ARUSHI KUMARI BLOOMS-A FIRST 

BLOOMS-A SECOND 

BLOOMS-A THIRD 

TANISH GARG BLOOMS-B FIRST 

VANI DHOBAL BLOOMS-B SECOND 

 BLOOMS-B SECOND 

ALISHBA AKHTER BLOOMS-B THIRD 

SHREYANSH CHOUDHARY BLOOMS-C FIRST 

LAVANYA KOUL BLOOMS-C SECOND 

BLOOMS-C THIRD 

AARIKA GUPTA BLOOMS-D FIRST 

NITIKA SHUKLA BLOOMS-D SECOND 

DEVANSHI BALYAN BLOOMS-D THIRD 

AADYA MISHRA BLOOMS-E FIRST 

HUNAR SALUJA BLOOMS-E SECOND 

AVIKA SOLANKI BLOOMS-E THIRD 

competition was conducted for the studetns 

of class Blooms on 28th November 2016. It was amazing to see our 

student dressed up adorably as cute little animals. Each child got an 

opportunity to come up on stage and speak few lines about the animal 

Their expressions and confidence was admirable. They spoke about 

different animals and their babies, home and sounds. It proved to be 

or the little ones where they put themselves 

to be considerate towards them. 


